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⎪ Innovative engineering ⎪

W
ith over 150 exhibits of the 
world’s most advanced au-
tomation solutions and more 
than 110 forums, hands-on 

labs and technical sessions delivered by ex-
perts from all over the world, the Rockwell 
Automation fair concentrates automation 
innovations and specialists to the nth degree. 
It is remarkable that this level of expertise 
resides in one company and its chosen devel-
opment partners.

The solutions presented, however, are at 
very high levels of sophistication, so it is easy 
for a cynic to come to the conclusion that 
they therefore must also be too expensive 
and complex, and not rugged enough for de-
ployment on harsh mines, process plants and 
manufacturing sites in Africa. 

This notion was dispelled on day one of my 
trip, however, during two successive executive 
interviews. 

In the first of these, Rachael Conrad, region-
al vice-president for Sales in North America 

Rockwell Automation Fair 2017
Bringing the Connected Enterprise to life

Connected Enterprise solutions for the oil and gas industry on show at the Rockwell Automation Fair 2017 in Houston, Texas.

A clean-in-place success in the food and beverage industry enabled predictive analytics to be used to safely 
reduce the number of cleaning cycles so as to keep production levels as high as possible.

Rockwell Automation held its annual Automation Fair in Houston, Texas, on November 15 and 16, 
preceeded by the Automation Perspectives press event on November 14. Peter Middleton attends 
and conducts executive interviews with Thomas Donato (left), Rachael Conrad and Scott Lapcewich, 
who highlight the company’s exciting IIoT and Connected Enterprise innovations.

was talking about Rockwell Automation’s 
‘pilot-to-project’ approach to implementing 
Connected Enterprise solutions. She cited a 
success story involving Metso mobile crushers 
operating in southern Africa. 

“Many organisations are already mak-
ing The Connected Enterprise a reality. 
But where do they begin? Most start small, 
using pilots or trials to determine proof 
of concept, and show return on invest-
ment, later scaling up to full adoption,” 
Conrad explains. She asserts that Rockwell 
Automation does not leave customers on their 
own during this process. “Our implementation 
support services include all of the technical, 
application, remote monitoring and network-
ing support necessary to integrate and update 
customer facilities.”

Following consultation with Metso in 
Finland, Rockwell Automation was able to de-
liver a global industrial Connected Enterprise/
Internet of Things platform that connects, 
monitors, and performs analytics for Metso’s 

equipment and services, resulting in improved 
efficiency and profitability for its mining and 
aggregates customers.

The pilot digital solution securely collects 
and stores data from Metso crushers and, 
using predictive analytics and preventive 
maintenance, facilitates remote asset moni-
toring by Metso and its customers. Built on 
the Rockwell Automation FactoryTalk Cloud 
platform powered by Microsoft Azure, the 
condition and performance of crushers 
working in Africa are analysed from Rockwell 
Automation’s premises in Wisconsin, USA.

Mining is under cost pressure and for 
Metso’s aggregate customers, access to real-
time data enables higher uptime, faster and 
safer shutdowns, and ultimately more ton-
nage processed at lower cost.

The Metso project was again highlighted 
during my second executive interview on the 
subject of Analytics by Scott Lapcewich, vice-
president and general manager for Customer 
Support and Maintenance. 

Lapcewich says that the Rockwell Auto-
mation IIoT platform is being widely deployed to 
protect high-risk assets all over the world – citing 
mining OEMs such as Metso as recent adopters.

Data is being captured from Metso’s mobile 
rock crushers and, through the use of analytics 
algorithms, machine condition and performance 
is being monitored. Dashboards summarising the 
basic parameters, key control points, machine 
performance and uptime are automatically pro-
duced and displayed and a reactive maintenance 
programme has been set in place to respond to 
issues of concern.

Pointing towards the future, he says that 
Rockwell Automation has also begun to pilot 
machine self-learning software, which uses ele-
ments of the new SCIO Project – FactoryTalk 
Analytics for both devices and machines. 

The basic idea is simple: Identify what needs 
to be done and, via advanced data analysis, 
optimise performance to improve productivity.

The Connected Enterprise and mining 
When asked about possibilities for the com-
pany’s advanced digital technologies in Africa, 
Rockwell Automation president for the Europe, 
Middle East and Africa (EMEA) region, Thomas 
Donato, says that the obvious industry one 
thinks about in Africa is mining. “South Africa is a 
hub for accessing the sub-Saharan market. EPCs 
and project houses in South Africa routinely ap-
proach Rockwell Automation and its partners 
for projects all over the southern African region. 

“Enterprise analytics and Connected 
Enterprise technologies are ideal for use in 
driving mine productivity,” he says. “A typical 
underground mine has shafts hundreds of 
metres underground and ore is conveyed along 
underground shafts that may be several kilome-
tres long before being crushed and processed. 
Connected technology is all about predicting if 

something is about to fail and responding quickly 
enough to maintain productivity,” he says.

“If maintenance people on the ground have 
to travel several kilometres, go 900  m under-
ground and then a kilometre or two along the 
underground shaft to look at a faulty sensor, op-
erations might be suspended for several hours. 
Then, if a sensor is broken and needs replacing, 
the technician might have to go all the way back 
up to get a replacement, causing even longer 
delays,” he explains.

Through Rockwell’s Automation Mining 
Solution, the PlantPAx™ distributed control 
system (DCS) for mining, which embeds all 
the scalable advantages of the Rockwell Auto-
mation Integrated Architecture, a mine can 
be fully monitored from a centralised control 
room. “Smart, safe and sustainable production 
solutions are being used to automate mines and 
processes to increase throughput and lower 
operating costs – from extraction right through 
to the end of processing,” says Donato.

Citing a customer in Madagascar, Donato 
says that this mining company wanted to know 
the mineral yield of each batch of material 
brought to the surface. “Based on this infor-
mation, we were asked to set up a production 
forecasting system to help the client understand 
how best to meet demand.

“And while this is for a single asset, imagine 
a company with assets in Namibia, Madagascar, 
South Africa and Australia. If yield, production 
and profit prediction information is available 
live, the enterprise management system can be 
used to continuously optimise overall company 
performance,” Donato tells MechChem Africa.

Through Rockwell Automation’s modular 
FactoryTalk ProductionCentre MES platform, 
data displays revealing how much is being pro-
duced and which parts of the mining enterprise 
are operating efficiently can be displayed, and, 
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“We have also launched a new GuardLogix® L8SP safety controller … a high-performance controller offer-
ing SIL 3 performance when safe, high-speed control of 70 to 100 axes is required,” notes Donato.

by collecting additional data from outside the 
mine – the current price and demand for the 
mineral, for example – a live revenue projec-
tion becomes available. This makes it possible 
for finance departments to determine the 
exact profitability of the mine and how to 
maximise net income,” he explains.

Responding to the connectivity question 
for rural Africa, Donato says: “All of our solu-
tions are scalable. They do not need to take 
data out of the local network. We call this an 
Edge solution and it acts exactly like our cloud-
based solutions but the data is being locally 
stored, managed and analysed via a machine 
or facility’s internal networks,” he explains.

On the use of artificial intelligence (AI) for 
analytics, he says that usually a data expert 
has to be involved in the analytics process. 
“AI uses purpose-developed and application-
specific expert systems that can already clean, 
validate and pre-process huge amounts of 
the data, making the analysis process much 
simpler for end-users. Through our new plat-
forms, data mash-ups guide decision makers in 
the right direction, while human beings need 
only identify the data relationships that most 
interest them.

“Also, though, the artificial intelligence 
algorithms deliberately look for interrela-
tionships and correlations between the data 
streams that might be useful, identifying cor-
relations that may not yet have been thought 
of and indentifying new patterns that might 
be impacting efficiency and/or reliability,” 
he adds.

Describing a success story in the food and 
beverage industry, he says that a recent instal-
lation was set up to reduce the number of 
cleaning cycles on a batch production system 
susceptible to microbiological contamina-
tion. “By using predictive analytics, we were 
able to safely reduce the number of cleaning 
cycles so as to keep production levels as high 
as possible,” he says, adding that the system 
actively predicts the onset of unsafe condi-
tions based on the collected data from the 
processing stream, so the number of cleaning 
cycles can be minimised without increasing 
contamination risks.

At the heart of Rockwell Automation’s 
Con nected Enterprise solutions are imple-
mentation simplicity, interoperability and 
openness. “We have developed libraries and 
numerous easy use of tools to help users to 
set up data visualisation dashboards that 
transform the data into highly relevant and 
accessible information. Human beings can 
then make sound decisions to implement 
improvement action,” he says.

What’s new at Automation Fair 2017
Last year, Rockwell Automation introduced 
its Allen-Bradley PowerFlex® 755T premium 
drive VFD, with low harmonics as a scalable 

drive option for motor control applications. 
With Integrated Motion on EtherNet/IP™, 
these drives can be placed on the same net-
works as Kinetix® servo drives, making them 
an ideal Connected Enterprise product. “This 
year we have expanded the rating and port-
folio of the PowerFlex  755T VFD AC-drive 
range to include the 755TL drive for harmonic 
mitigation; the 755TR drive for regenerative 
solutions and the 755TM drive system for 
common bus solutions. 

“We have also launched a new GuardLogix® 
L8SP safety controller. Working alongside 
a standard ControlLogix® processor, which 
offers SIL  2 safety certification on its own, 
the L8SP is a high-performance controller 
offering SIL 3 performance when safe, high-
speed control of 70 to 100 axes is required,” 
notes Donato.

With its two-processor architecture 
(1oo2), the GuardLogix system consists of a 
safety primary and a verifying partner proces-
sor – and the L8SP safety partner is part of 
the system, so it is automatically configured 
with no additional setup, configuration or 
downloads required.

In addition, to support the expansion in the 
use of data analytics, Rockwell Automation 
has introduced CompactLogix 5480 control-
lers, which also embed Quad core processing 
– three processors dedicated to Logix-based 
real-time machine control and one that uses 
Windows 10 IoT Enterprise running in paral-
lel. The controller therefore supports embed-
ded Windows applications for analytics, data 
gathering, and predictive computations – “and 
should the Windows-based system crash 
for any reason, the Logix controller remains 
unaffected”.

Donato says that another ‘must see’ at 
the show are the fully independent Cart 
Technology solutions for the food and bever-
age industry, which use linear synchronous 
motors embedded in sections of the track to 

control the motion of permanently magne-
tised carts.

“Our new iTrak and MagneMotion innova-
tions are being showcased on a bottle-filling 
machine, with every bottle carrier under 
independent motion control. This makes 
conveying and payload movement much 
more flexible, very fast and highly efficient,” 
Donato notes, pointing out that a single 
bottle-carrying cart can be stopped under-
neath a filling station without having to stop 
any other bottle on the system.

In concluding our interview, Donato cites 
the new Rockwell Automation SCIO project as 
at the forefront of the digitisation revolution. 
“Our FactoryTalk Analytics Platform offers 
scalable, Edge-, On Premises- or Cloud-based 
analytics that make for the easiest installa-
tion and use of connected machine or device 
technology. 

“At its starting point, for example, the SCIO 
project offers automatic detection of con-
nected devices and the collection of disparate 
data types from different source types – de-
vice data from Rockwell Automation and third 
party products; from connected machines and 
robots; ERP and MES systems; as well as from 
external data such as weather or market price 
information streams,” he notes.

Once collected, the data is securely man-
aged, hosted and staged ready for operational 
analytics (OA). Via a number of Scio Apps, 
real time, search, predictive, graph and ap-
plications analysis is made available that 
can be focused towards asset management 
and reliability, operational productivity or 
enterprise risk management,” Donato tells 
MechChem Africa.

This is all bringing the Connected Enter-
prise to life: helping manufacturers, process-
ing plants or mines to monitor and optimise 
their production and to gather high quality 
and valuable information from their devices, 
plants and machinery,” he concludes. q


